Being an Apostle of our time ...
Oh Lord,
Give me the power to be an Apostle of our time. Make me into a human who:
- takes on the challenges of my time and my life.
- tries to follow the footsteps of the first Apostles and their followers
- has enough courage, passion, patience, and tolerance to be an Apostle.
- know that in the environment of family and friends, the challenges and limits are
much greater, making it more difficult to follow the direction towards You.
- knows that sometimes things go in a direction that was not planned.
- knows that decisions may have been made which are wrong - that nobody is
perfect.
- knows that you make me into a person who is learning from his mistakes.
is thankful that You always open new possibilities for me, where I can see my
improvement.
- that follows Fr. Jordan's words, “to follow the mission if in season or out of
season - seriously but with respect and love before my next”.
- handles the Salvatorian mission with emphasis but not intrusiveness.
- always has a good view of the real necessities of the people around me and that
can be a tool of aid for them.
- doesn't see only human beings but also recognizes the environment. If this
environment becomes ill or poisoned let me find ways for protection and healing
- even with someone who does not share my faith.
- tries to recognize YOU in things and situations where I never would have expected
before.
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- is able to learn to know other points of view and other languages, other
expressions - and learn in this way to understand more the deepness of your
creation. And yes - that I recognize the right of life also of animals and plants
(maybe in some situations also recognize their own character and personality) and use them always with the necessary respect and not see them as a natural
given.
- learns to share my gifts and talents with others.

Ignite your faith
Ignite your passion
Ignite your life
Ignite your mission

Oh Lord,
let me never forget my personal simplicity
wherever you will send me in your foresight.
Let me be an Apostle of our time ...

